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gene signature that is associated with
increased cellular ‘‘attenuation potential’’ and applying that signature to the
Genetics of Drug Sensitivity in Cancer
(GDSC) database of characterized cell
lines and their response to hundreds of
drugs (Iorio et al., 2016). The correlation
of attenuation potential with increased
resistance to proteasome and chaperone inhibitors is tantalizing. However,
an equally strong association with
MDM2 inhibitors, which are effective
only in wild-type P53 backgrounds, calls
into question whether this is a confounding effect of P53 mutation, which itself is
strongly associated with frequent SCNA
in TNBC and HGSC.
These two studies clearly demonstrate
that the physical abundance of protein
complexes, which perform much of the
fundamental work of the cell, can easily
deviate from the naive expectation
derived from DNA and mRNA abundance.
Proteins must inevitably interact with
each other to carry out biological func-

tions, and in doing so, they often affect
each other’s lifespan. In the long run,
deeper proteomic sampling and more
complete models of protein physical and
functional interaction will enable predictive, rather than descriptive, models of
this behavior. In the meantime, cancer
has given us yet another window into the
dynamic web of processes the cell employs to keep itself alive and prolific;
hopefully, it is one where we can identify
critical weaknesses and bring it to an end.
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Cells use receptors at their surface not just to transduce signals but also to perform computations before
relaying them downstream.
Transduction of extracellular stimuli into
intracellular signals inevitably involves
two major consecutive events: an extracellular ligand binds to a transmembrane
receptor, which then relays the information to an intracellular messenger for
further action. The problem with this linear
description is that typically there are a
multitude of different ligands that signal
through the same intracellular messengers. For example, over 30 ligands of the
transforming growth factor-b (TGF-b)
superfamily use 12 different receptors

to signal through two major types of
intracellular channels. How do pathways
with limited receptor and intracellular
messenger diversity cope with such a
multiplicity of ligands? Are the ligands
redundant, or could there be emergent
properties that are not obvious from
studying one ligand-one receptor mechanisms? In an article in Cell, Antebi et al.
(2017) show both that systems of bone
morphogenetic protein (BMP) receptors
can interpret the presence of multiple ligands in complex ways before activating
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the downstream cascade and that the
interpretation can be reprogrammed by
changing the receptor repertoire. A major,
paradigm-shifting implication is that complex computations, previously assumed
to be carried out by intracellular networks,
take place already at the cell membrane.
The way cells sense multiple ligands is
important for virtually any process in
essentially any organism. Most studies,
however, have been restricted mainly
to characterizing single ligand-receptor
mechanisms. The ability of multiple
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Figure 1. Combinatorial Signal Processing in the TGF-b Superfamily Ligand-Receptor
Network
The graphical representation shows the feasible interactions (undirected lines) between 14 representative
ligands of the TGF-b superfamily and the 5 type II and 7 type I receptors. The resulting ligand-receptor
complexes phosphorylate the regulatory Smads, which can then participate in transcription regulation of
specific genes. Thick orange lines indicate interactions between BMP4 and GDF5 and their corresponding
type II and type I receptors.

ligands to bind several receptors leads to
complex ligand-receptor networks but
has often been interpreted as redundancy
(Mueller and Nickel, 2012) or as a fine-tuning mechanism (Pinkas-Kramarski et al.,
1998). Traditionally, one would look at
one ligand at a time and record how the
intracellular messengers associated with
specific receptors are activated.
Despite their potential relevance, the
emergent properties of ligand-receptor
networks have not been the usual focus
of research. Earlier computational studies
of the ligand-receptor network in the
TGF-b superfamily showed that it has
properties of a complex signal-processing unit (Vilar et al., 2006). At the frontend of the signaling pathway, the ligandreceptor network can select among
different functioning modes to sense absolute levels of ligand, temporal changes
in ligand concentration, and ratios of multiple ligand concentrations. This emergent
behavior was found to be dependent on
receptor trafficking patterns, which can
mobilize receptors to the cell surface or
induce their degradation in response to
single and multiple ligand inputs.

The TGF-b superfamily encompasses
not only TGF-bs but also BMPs and
other cytokines (Massagué, 2012). The
signaling mechanism involves the ligand
forming a complex with two pairs of
type I and type II receptors, which then
signal through one of two Smad channels:
Smad1/5/8 for BMP-like ligands and
Smad2/3 for TGF-b-like ligands (Figure 1).
The outcome is the widespread transcriptional control of more than 300
target genes in a cell-context dependent
manner.
The 7 type I receptors and 5 type II receptors can assemble into 35 potential receptor complexes (Mei and Saiz, 2014).
The intriguing aspect of this number is
that there are fewer ligands than complexed receptor species. For each ligand,
there could be a specific receptor complex that senses it. Ligands, however,
bind promiscuously to the receptors,
and there are potentially 30 3 35 = 1,050
ligand-receptor complexes. To what
extent does this additional complexity
contribute to signaling?
Antebi et al. (2017) systematically evaluated the effects of 136 combinatorial

pairings of 15 different BMP ligands for
different concentrations. A successful
assay of this type by itself is highly
remarkable in two fronts. First, it allowed
the activation of the pathway without
inducing differentiation. Second, it was
amenable to multiplexing measurements
and to subsequent perturbations. In addition, focusing just on the BMP branch of
the pathway avoids the cell-type-dependent, synergistic or antagonistic, crosstalk between TGF-b and BMP subfamilies. After addressing these challenges,
the activity of the pathway was measured
using fluorescent reporters under the
control of the corresponding regulatory Smad.
According to the entrenched view that
receptors monotonically convert extracellular chemical cues into intracellular
signals, the expected observation would
be downstream signaling activity that
increases with the concentration of any
ligand. Instead, Antebi et al. (2017)
observed that in some cases the activity
could also be a readout for the ratio
of two ligand concentrations or ligand
imbalance.
Sensing the ratio of ligand concentrations at the receptor level is to be expected and has been demonstrated previously (Vilar et al., 2006). Intuitively, this
behavior arises when two ligand-receptor
complexes share a limiting receptor
species and their signaling activities are
substantially different. This process can
be used to make decisions of the type
‘‘activate the pathway when one ligand
is present and the other absent.’’
Sensing ligand imbalance, on the other
hand, was a completely unexpected
result. This type of behavior is a hallmark
of the computational capabilities of a system. It is the generalization of the exclusive OR function (XOR): responding to
either of the ligands but not to both simultaneously. Even basic neural models
cannot compute this type of function
by themselves and need to be arranged
into multilayer networks to perform this
computation (Hertz et al., 1991). At the
receptor level, this capability can be implemented by two pairs of ligand-receptor
complexes that sense opposite ratios
of the two ligands. This case illustrates
how adding receptor species and interactions can keep increasing the computational capabilities of the ligand-receptor
network.
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Back to the general principles of
signaling: the challenging part is not
sensing multiple ligands simultaneously.
Cooperativity is a well-known, widespread mechanism to do that. The challenging part is to sense the absence of a
ligand. The way in which this is traditionally implemented is rather convoluted.
The implementation requires a constitutively expressed activator of the pathway,
a repressor of the activator, and ligandinduced activation of that repressor. In
this way, the pathway activation would
be caused by the absence of the
ligand. The ligand-receptor network can
perform this type of computations by itself, without the need of signaling cascades or transcriptional feedbacks, and
before the signal is passed to an intracellular messenger.
Antebi et al. (2017) cleverly rationalize
their results in terms of the potential
types of behavior of two ligands, four
receptors, and eight ligand-receptor
complexes. They show in silico that these
relatively small systems can reproduce
the main observations with mass-action
reactions among the components. The
key assumption is that different ligandreceptor complexes should have markedly different signaling activities, in-
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cluding very high and very low values.
This unexpected requirement for low
activities is consistent with the existence
of non-productive signaling receptors,
such as BAMBI, a truncated, kinasedeficient type I receptor that forms inactive ligand-receptor complexes (Massagué, 2012).
The shift of the decision-making process from intracellular signaling events
to the receptor-ligand network at the
cell surface has widespread implications
for potential therapeutic interventions.
Signaling of the TGF-b superfamily of cytokines is pervasive in embryonic development, tumor progression, metastasis,
fibrosis, wound healing, immunological
disorders, and many other processes
(MacFarlane et al., 2017). New developments to overcome the limitations of
traditional therapeutic approaches have
focused on targeting the intracellular dynamics of signaling pathways (Behar
et al., 2013; Nicklas and Saiz, 2014). Antebi et al. (2017) results clearly show that
these new efforts should also include multiple targets at the receptor level. At the
same time, there are still many challenges
ahead. Signaling of transmembrane receptors is dependent on a multitude of
processes, such as compartmentalization

in membrane domains, glycosylation,
intracellular trafficking, and interactions
among multiple pathways.
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